AMEKIGAN  HISTOKICAL ASSOCIATION.
From all that I saw of it I could not divest my mind that	t
was the intention of the movement against the admission of souri on the part of its leaders.    I thought so then—I thin-l still.   I feel less embarrassed in speaking of it thus freely I have always admitted my share of the responsibility so the New York ^Resolutions went—but no farther.   Although ~£-    * *l * not actually vote for them I allowed myself to be prevented by   1><>-litical and partisan considerations, which have been heretofoi*^    |l luded to, from meeting them by open opposition.
While it affords me no satisfaction to say this I would the if*01"* regret the necessity of this sacrifice to the truth of history    *"-* did not also know that at a later period and at a critical period?   1< ** * for the South the Northern States stepped forward and screo-.i*4"1 her from the assaults of the abolitionists in a manner and to    *l1 extent that called forth the strongest expressions of approbsM"--*01 and thankfulness from the Slave States, with acknowledgment   i'-l**1' more could not have been done or desired.   What return has   Ix*4-*1 made for this conduct on our part will be seen in the sequel.    -A-11 wish is that the simple truth of these matters should be told.
In confirmation of the statement of my own feelings at the t>i*ll< of the Missouri agitation, I now for the first time publish two let tu»r; written at that period; one addressed to William A. Duer, recoilt I; President of Columbia College,—(The letter to Mr. Duer has l>f«»« mislaid.) a zealous and active friend of Mr. King and of hits :* p pointment as Senator—and the other to Major M. M. Noah, gut, \-\\* time Editor of the National Advocate in the city of New York. rV\M occasion of the latter .epistle and certain circumstances in its hiwt or; have been heretofore related.1
letter to M. M. noah, esqb.
"hudson Dec. 17, .13 /.*>.
Dr sir
Your letter has reached ine here in the midst of a Circuit and I have1* 1»« time to say a word to you ou the interesting points you speak of. A.<lvI*-& Thompson by no means to have such a meeting—it would as you say «<-(,, til example for Mr. Clinton for which he would give the world. The dire nee oh wit. to which he will be subjected of resorting to such nominations galls him t:o t l» quick. Such a measure would therefore be intolerable in us, and I am 4iMt.«»r: ished that any discreet man should dream of it. Make yourself perfectly/ <• on the subject of the nomination. If such designs as you speak of exist: t are perfectly harmless. There is the most unprecedented unanimity on tlio > ject among Republicans. Tornpkins will be the man unless he himself dec.'11 nt*} Let the few individuals who entertain different views talk on, but don't ik »t l«* them in your paper. They will soon be lost in the general mass. I sliotli, sorely regret to find any flagging the subject of Mr. King in New York.
1 Page 101 of the Autobiography.

